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BY THE U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE 

Report To The Secretary Of Defense 

DOD Automated Materials Handling 
Systems--Need To Standardize 
And Follow GSA ADPE Approval Process 

DOD activities are buying computers as com- 
ponents of automated materials handling sys- 
tems without complying with GSA’s approval 
process established under Public Law 89-306, 
and they are not adequately exploring the po- 
tential for standardizing the software used in 
these systems. 

Several million dollars coutd be saved by 
standardizing software. The Navy used stand- 
ard software in procurement of a number of 
automated materials handling systems and 
realized savings of about $2.5 million. 
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United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 23548 

Logistics and 
Communications 
Division 

B-198258 

The Honorable Harold Brown 
The Secretary of Defense 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

This report discusses improvements that are needed in 
the Department of Defense's acquisition and management of 
automated materials handling systems for its supply distri- 
bution depots. . 

Chapter 4 of this report contains our recommendations 
which, if implemented, would (1) bring the Department into 
compliance with the approval process established by the 
General Services Administration under Public Law 89-306 for 
the acquisition of automated data processing equipment and 
(2) result in savings of several million dollars through 
the standardization of software for the automated systems. 

As you know, section 236 of the Legislative Reorganiza- 
tion Act of 1970 requires the head of a Federal agency to 
submit a written statement on actions taken on our recommsn- 
dations to the House Committee on Government Operations and 
the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs not later than 
60 days after the date of the report and to the House and 
Senate Committees on Appropriations with the agency's first 
request for appropriations made more than 60 days after the 
date of the report. 

We are sending copies of this report to the Secretaries 
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force; the Director, Defense 
Logistics Agency: the Director, Office of Management and 
Budget: and the Chairmen of the appropriate congressional 
committees. 

Sincerely yours, 

Director 





tiE1JERAL ACCOUNTIIIG OFFICE 
REPORT X' THE SECRCTARY 
OF DEFELJSE 

DOP AUTCPI'ATED MATERIALS 
IIAIJDLING SYST!?!S--f!FED 
TC STANDARDIZE AF'I' FOLIlGbJ 
GSA ADPE APPROVAL PROCESS 

DIGEST ---- -- 

Department of Defense (DOD) activities are 
procuring and planning to procure automated 
materials handling systems for their supply 
tiistribution depots without adequately 
exploring the potential for standardizing 
the software used in these systems. Duplica- 
tion of software is costly both in terms of 
initial investment and in continuing costs 
of maintaining a variety of unique systems. 
(See p. 8.) 

For years the Congress has directed DOD 
to eliminate overlapping and duplicating 
functions whenever and wherever possible. 
This has been particularly true in the 
areas of supply and automated data process- 
ing. (See p. 2.) 

DOD activities have bought and are continuing 
to buy computers as components of automated 
materials handling systems without complying 
with the General Services Administration's 
(GSA'S) approval process established under 
Public Law 89-306. (See p. 5.) The computers 
used in automated handling systems are 
general purpose computers, and in the opinion 
of GAO, are subject to this approval process. 
(See p. 7.) 

Several million dollars could be saved 
by standardizing software. The Navy used 
standard software in procurement of a number 
of automated materials handling systems and 
reduced its costs by about $2.5 million. 
(See p. 8.) 

DOD took a first step.towards standardization 
in a 1978 task order which established a pro- 
yram to develop and maintain a standard ware- 
housing and shipping automated system for its 
distribution depots. The task order designated 
the Defense Logistics Agency'sO(Mechanization 
of Warehousiny and Shipment Processing system 
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as the standard system and established the 
Defense Logistics Agency as the executive 
manager for overseeing its development. 
(See pp. 3 and 12.) 

As envisioned by the task order, this stand- 
ard system would automate certain functions 
that take place in the depots, such as re- 
cording receipts, assigning storage locations, 
and selecting material for issue, but would 
not control materials handling equipment. 
GAO believes that inclusion of the automated 
materials handling systems in the standard 
system, thereby making them subject to the 
review and approval process described in 
the task order, would be one way of achiev- 
ing the desired standardization. 
(See gp. 12 and 19.) 

The Secretary of Defense should: 

--Instruct DOD activities that general 
purpose computers acquired as integral 
components of automated materials 
handling systems must be procured in 
accordance with GSA's approval process 
established under Public Law 89-306. 

--Modify the October 1978 task order to 
specifically include automated materials 
handling systems at supply distribution 
depots as part of the DOD standard ware- 
housing and shipping automated system, or 
require that all such systems not under 
contract be submitted to one central DOD 
f&al point for review and approval to 
assure that maximum standardization of 
the systems' software is achieved. 
(See pp. 13 and 14.) 

GSA agreed that DOD could obtain significant 
cost savings by standardizing software and 
strongly supports GAO's recommendation that 
DOD procurements of systems containing 
general purpose computers be made in accord- 
ance with GSA's approval process established 
under Public Law 89-306. (See 2. 15.) 

DOD officials disagreed with GAO's recommenda- 
tions. Their comments and GAO's rebuttal are 
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in chapter 5. Their major disagreements were 
based on their belief that (1) compliance 
with the Public Law 89-306 approval process 
is not required and would result in long 
leadtimes, high costs, and less responsive 
systems, (2) standardization of application 
software was limited by building configura- 
tions, size of items, and workload volume, 
and (3) modification of the DOD task order 
to include automated materials handling 
systems would increase system development 
risks and increase the time frame for 
achieving benefits from the systems. 

GAO continues to believe that automated 
systems containing general purpose computers 
must be procured under GSA's approval 
process established under Public Law 89-306 
unless DOD can convince GSA that an except- 
ion should be made. Standard software can 
be developed with enough versatility to 
accommodate varying building configurations, 
item sizes, and volumes of work. To insure 
maximum standardization and associated cost 
savings, automated materials handling 
systems should be included under the DOD 
task order or should be submitted to one 
central DOD focal point for review and 
approval before being procured. 
(See pp. 15 through 19.) 
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CEIAPTER 1 

IIJTR@DUCTIOII 

The military services presently operate over 30 supply 
and maintenance depots in the United States which receive, 
store, repair, and issue millions of items a year. These 
depots were traditionally very labor intensive and were 
not susceptible to significant productivity increases until 
the computer was joined to materials handling equipment to 
form automated materials handling systems. 

Industry and the Government are installing an increas- 
ing number of automated materials handling systems to handle 
the receipt, issue, and storage of items, as well as other 
warehousing and manufacturing functions. Industry officials 
believe that the use of computers in the warehousing environ- 
ment will extend far beyond that of simple automated materials 
handling. They expect that computers will eventually control 
the flow of work throughout the facility ensuring not only 
that parts arrive on time, but also identifying problems and 
bottlenecks encountered on the production floor and providing 
other vital management information. 

The Department of Defense (DOD) planned to spend $221 
million on modifications to existing systems or for new 
sophisticated automated materials handling systems from fis- 
cal year 1979 to fiscal year 1984. Of this amount, $160 
million was for the Uavy, $26.7 million was for the Air Force, 
and $34.7 million was for the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA). 

AUTOMATED MATERIALS E!AIJDLIIJG 
SYSTEMS IN DOD 

DOD is acquiring two basic types of automated materials 
handling systems for its depot operations, man-to-material 
and material-to-man. 

In the man-to-material system, a stockpicker vehicle is 
used to transport the man to the material. The vehicle is 
automatically guided by a computer through wires in the floor, 
but it can be manually controlled if necessary. This system 
is generally used in activities which have supply functions, 
such as receipt, storage, and issue of items to customers. 

The material-to-man system uses computer guided cranes, 
carousels, conveyors, and other means to transport material 
or material in bins between storage locations and a staffed 
work station. Activities which have maintenance functions 
(i.e., overhaul and manufacturing) generally use this system. 
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However , supply activities may also use the system for 
receipt, storage, and issuance of items. 

THE COMPUTER IN MATERIALS 
HANDLING SYSTEMS 

The number and size of the computers which are used in 
automated materials handling systems vary with the type and 
complexity of the systems. For control purposes, automated 
materials handling systems have several levels of computers. 
The lowest level, a mini-computer located on the stockpicker 
vehicle or a different materials handling component, receives 
instructions as to which material is to be picked and informs 
the supervisory computer when transactions are completed. 
The next level, an intelligent terminal, uses the supervisory 
computer to determine the status, quantity, and location of 
parts and end items or to request parts for the repair shop. 

The supervisory computer, which may be more than one 
computer linked toyether, controls stockpicker vehicles or 
cranes, assigns and monitors storage locations, maintains 
inventory records, handles order processing and production 
plann iny , and acts as a central data bank for management. 

Since the computers automatically control the entire 
material processing cycle, the loss of control or data is 
critical to the operation of an automated materials handling 
system. To guard against failure of individual computer 
components, redundant computers are on standby to take over 
operation of the entire system. 

DOD EFFORTS TO STAKDARDIZC 
SUPPLY PROCESSING 

For years the Congress has directed DOD to eliminate 
overlapping and duplicating functions whenever and wherever 
possible. This has been particularly true in the area of 
supply and automatic data processing (ADP). 

In the early 195Os, military supply activities began to 
automate their operations. It was perhaps inevitable that 
the supply activities’ automated systems would result in 
duplication and some incompatible procedures. “he need for 
interservice support of common supplies and services coincided 
with the need to develop common computer systems and language. 

As a result of the above-mentioned needs, COD and its 
components took steps to develop a common language for supply 
data. In 1960, DOD established the Defense Material Ilanage- 
ment Project. This project resulted in developing DOD-wide 
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military standard requisitioning and issue procedures and a 
uniform illaterial movemerit and issue priority system. co?? 
also estatlisheti a Data Systems Automation Office in DJ,A 
with total responsibility for designing and programming 
systems which operate in a standard manner at all DLA field 
activities. The Air Force developed the L!!lIVAC 10F;p II 
stanaard base supply system under which all major air bases 
in the Uniteci States and overseas operate under a standard 
system with standard equipment. 

Most recently, in October 1978, DOD issued a task order 
"to establish a proGram to develop, document, test, implement 
(expor-t) , and maintain a standard warehousing and shipping 
automated system for distribution depot operation." The 
task order cesiynates the DI;A Mechanization of Warehousing 
and Shipment Processing (PIWASP) system as the standard 
warehousing and shipping automated system for distribution 
depot operations. 

PUBLIC LAW 89-3CG 

The Concjress, recognizing the need for a Government-wide 
coortiinated manayement system for the economic and efficient 
acquisition, utilization, and maintenance.of automated data 
processing equipment (ADPE), enacted Public Law 83-306 in 
Gctober 1965. The law made the General Services Administra- 
tion (GSA) responsible for operations, subject to the fiscal 
and policy controls established by the Office of P"anagement 
and Gudget (ONE%). JTxecutive Order 11717, issued in May 1973, 
transferred ACP policy responsibilities to GSA, except those 
functions relating to the establishment of Government-wide 
automatic data processing standards. OFR retained its re- 
sponsibilities with respect to fiscal control and general 
oversight. 

One important objective of Public L,aw 83-306 was to 
achieve economic acquisition of Government ADPFY. In order 
to promote this economic acquisition, with certain exceptions, 
a Federal agency wanting to acquire general purpose, commer- 
cially available ADPE must submit a purchase rec-Juest to GSA 
for review. The purchase request must include various types 
of information, including 

--specifications for the APPT: configuration to be 
acquired; 

--estimated value of the procurement; 

--unique software, maintenance, and support requirements, 
if any; 
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--a statement or other evidence which indicates that a 
performance evaluation has been made of currently 
installed ADP systems, when applicable, to ensure 
that the planned procurement represents the lowest 
overall cost alternative for meeting the agency's 
data processing need; 

--evidence as to whether site construction or modifi- 
cation will be required; 

--a statement that available ADP resources have been 
screened and that no such resources are available to 
satisfy the requirement: and 

--justifications, if applicable, to support a sole-source 
procurement or use of a specific make or model of ADPF. 

After GSA reviews the adequacy of the agency's procure- 
ment request, it will 

(I) delegate to the agency authority to conduct the 
procurement, or 

(2) deleyate to the agency authority to conduct the 
procurement, with GSA participating in the pro- 
curement to the extent deemed necessary, or 

(3) provide for the procurement to be conducted by 
GSA. 

SCOPE AIJD METHODOLOGY 

We interviewed agency officials and reviewed records and 
documents describing DOD's plans, policies, and procedures 
and organizational responsibilities for procuring automated 
materials handling systems. To gain first-hand knowledge of 
the systems, we selected and visited Army, E'avy, Ai: Force, 
and DLA installations that had acquired or were acquiring 
automate6 materials handling systems. 
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CJIAPTCR 2 

DOD'S ACQUISITXO1J OF AU'K?I?IA'I'ED MATERIALS EIANDLING -. . _- _ -. ___ .-_ _ _ - -.. .- _- -_ - .._ ..- .__ __ _. --- . . -_-_ .- -- . ..--.- - --- .- 

SYSTEMS IJOT IEJ ACCORDAJJCC WITH GSA'S APPROVAL PROCESS - _ ._ _._~_ - _.... -.- - __ - -_.- __.-..-.- _ 

ESTABLISIIED Ul!DER PUBLIC LAW 89-306 - --_ ---- - ._.-. -- _.^..._ - ___. - .__ - ____._ --.- .__.. _--- _......._ .-.. 

Yne military services and DLA have bought and have plans 
to buy computers as components of automated materials handling 
systems for their supply and maintenance depots in a manner 
which is not in accordance with GSA's approval process estab- 
lished under Public Law 89-306. 

DOD DOES NOT CONSIDER COMPUTERS AS ADPE 

The services and DLA have not regarded computers used 
in automated materials handling systems as they would comput- 
ers used for other purposes. By classifying these computers 
as "process controllers" and as being "embedded" in the sys- 
tems, they have attempted to justify procurring the computers 
without complying with the Public Law 19-306 approval process 
established for ADPE by GSA. 

The Congress and Federal agencies have long recognized 
the importance of reducing procurement costs and promoting 
the effective use of ADP resources. As stated in chapter 1, 
in 1965 the Congress enacted Public Law 89-306 to achieve 
'* * * the economic and efficient purchase, lease, maintenance, 
operaticn, and utilization of automatic data processing 
equipment by Federal departments and agencies." 

The Congress passed this legislation because of problems 
in the overall management of the Federal ADP program. This 
law made GSA responsible for the acquisition, use, and main- 
tenance of ADPF. It also granted GSA the authority to del- 
egate procurement authority for ADPE to other Federal agencies 
when appropriate. 

To precl-ude misapplication of guidelines, policies, and 
procedures pertaining to Government-wide use of ADP resources, 
section l-4.1102-1 of title 41 of the Code of Federal Regula- 
tions defines ADPF in the following way: 

I 'Automatic data processing equipment' (ADPE) means 
general purpose commercially available, mass-produced 
automatic data processing components and the equipr?ent 
systems created from them, regardless of use, size, 
capacity, or price, that are designed to be applied to 
the solution or processing of a variety of problems 



or applications and are not specifically de- 
signed (not configured) for any specific appli- 
cation." 

The services and DLA claim that ADPE in automated 
materials handling systems is not ADPE as defined in the 
code and, therefore is not subject to the provisions of the 
Public Law because: 

--ADPE functions as process control devices in the 
materials handling systems. 

--ADPE is inherently part of the materials handling 
system design. 

--A materials handling system, not an ADP system, is 
being procured. 

However, DLA has determined that, once the equipment is 
installed, it will be managed as other ADP systems are, as 
an ADPE resource. 

THE ROLE AND COSTS OF ADPE IN ------- 
MATERIALS HANDLING SYSTEMS -- 

In automated materials handling systems, the computers 
used are general purpose computers. According to the manu- 
facturers' literature, the computers are, by themselves, 
general purpose, commercially available equipment. They are 
not specifically designed for materials handling systems, 
and no special or custom designed hardware or software is 
necessary. The equipment is listed in the GSA schedule 70 
as ADPE. 

Within the services and DLA, the ADPE related costs for 
these computer resources range from 11 percent to 45 percent 
of the total costs of the automated materials handling sys- 
tems, including related software, hardware, peripherals, 
terminals, and a central control room. For example, the 
ADPE related costs for the Navy's Automated Storage, Kitting, 
and Retrieval System were $5.2 million, or 33 percent of the 
total contract cost. This amount included the software, 
central processing unit, control room, terminals, and the 
startup and test costs. For the DLA Depot Integrated Storage 
and Retrieval System, the ,ADPE related costs for software, 
engineering, central processing unit, control room, mainten- 
ance room, uninterruptibl e power supply, terminals, and soft- 
ware documentation were $3.6 million, or 45 percent of the 
total contract cost. 
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OUR LEGAL OPINION 

As discussed further in chapters 4 and 5, we believe 
ADPC used in these systems as process controllers is general 
purpose, commercially available, and mass-produced ADPE as 
defined in the Code of Federal Regulations and must be bought 
in accordance with GSA's approval process established under 
Public Law 89-306. 

As shown in chapter 1, compliance with this approval 
process would allow GSA to review the adequacy of DOD's 
procurement plans. GSA would review whether (1) unique soft- 
ware is needed, (2) sole-source procurement is justified, (3) 
use of a specific make or model of equipment is needed, (4) 
site construction or modification is needed, and (5) an 
evaluation has been made to ensure that the procurement 
represents the lowest overall cost alternative. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SAVINGS REALIZARLE THROUGH 

STAI:CARDIZATION OF SYSTEMS' SOFTWARP 

DOD is permitting activities to procure automated 
materials handling systems for their supply distribution 
depots without adequately exploring the possibility of 
standardizing the systems' software. Duplication of soft- 
ware is costly not only in terms of initial investment but 
in continuing costs of maintaining a variety of unique 
systems. 

Savings achievable by standardizing software for auto- 
mated materials handling systems are considerable. The Uavy 
achieved savings of about $2.5 million by using standard 
software on the general purpose computers in automated 
materials handling systems installed or planned at three 
air rework facilities and its avionics center. This $2.5 
million savings was the additional software development costs 
that would have been incurred had a separate system been 
developed for each of the four activities. 

The Navy has stated it intends to standardize the soft- 
ware to be used on $160 million worth of Navy supply and 
maintenance systems planned from fiscal year 1973 to fiscal 
year 1984. This action should result in similar savings of 
an estimated $11.8 nillion. If the other DOD components 
would standardize the software in their planned systems, an 
additional savings to the Government of several million 
dollars would be realized. 

THE IJAVY ACHIEVES SAVINGS BY 
STANDARDIZING 

After receiving procurement requests from several naval 
bases for some type of automated materials handling system, 
Naval Air Systems Command officials decided that a standard 
system with enough versatility for installation differences, 
such as building configurations, item sizes, and volumes of 
work, should be developed. As a result, the Uavy developed 
specifications for an Automated Storage, Ritting, and 
Retrieval System for use at four maintenance activities, 
with the software being 60 percent standard for each instal- 
lation. In developing the software, the Navy decided that 
the majority of the software costs, which constituted 11 
tiercent of the total system costs, would be invested at the 
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first location where the system was to be installed. There- 
fore, the cost for software at the other installations would 
be considerably less since only the flexible portion of the 
standard software would need to be developed. 

By using this approach, the Navy has demonstrated that 
a standard system can be designed with enough flexibility in 
the software so that it will work at facilities that do not 
repair the same type aircraft or engine. For example, the 
air rework facility at Jacksonville, Florida, repairs P-3 
and A-7 aircraft, while the avionics center in Indianapolis, 
Indiana, does avionics repair and production. These two 
facilities with dissimilar maintenance functions use standard 
software for their automated systems. 

From fiscal year 1979 to fiscal year 1984, the r'avv 
planned to (1) spend about $160 million for new sophisticated 
automated materials handling systems and (2) continue procur- 
ing and managing these systems centrally to assure that stand- 
ardization takes place, when and where possible. The Vavy 
plans to install additional Automated Storage, Ritting, and 
Retrieval Systems at its air rework facilities and a planned 
Navy Integrated Storage, Tracking, and Retrieval System at 
various supply centers. Attainment of software cost reduc- 
tions through standardization of the same proportion experi- 
encea on the original four automated systems could result in 
savings of an estimated $11.8 million. 

THE AIR FORCE PROCURES 
IIOIJSTAfJDARD SYSTEMS 

Unlike the Navy, the Air Force has not developed a 
standard system which can be used at various locations to 
achieve savings in software development. Instead, the Air 
Force has procured separate automated materials handling 
systems to support operations at three of its five Air 
Logistics Centers, and each time it has procured or developed 
the software. 

The Air Force installed its first computer controlled 
materials hanaling system-- the Oklahoma City Air Logistics 
Center's Warehouse Information Control System--in 1975 at a 
cost of about $2.14 million. Three years later, in 1978, 
it installed a similar but improved system at the 57arner 
Robins Air Logistics Center, Georgia, for G6.S million. ?is 
system has the capability of receiving picking instructions 
randomly from the control computer rather than in batches as 
is the case in Oklahoma City. Both of these systems use the 
man-to-material computer controlled vehicle concept. 
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Also, about this time, the Air Force installed an Auto- 
mated Storage Module materials handling system at the Ogden 
Air Logistics Center, Utah, at a cost of about $6.3 million. 
Unlike the others, this system uses material-to-man computer 
controlled rail-guided cranes. 

The software developed for each of these systems differs. 
In the opinion of Air Force officials, a standard system 
could not be developed for its Air Logistics Centers because 
of different mission requirements, size of items, and build- 
inc, dimensions. Contrary to the Air Force's position, the 
Navy has demonstrated that not only can these differences be 
overcome by developing standard systems that use flexible 
stanclard software, but that significant savings in software 
development costs can be realized. Because the Air Force 
contracted for its three systems on an all-inclusive basis 
and the software costs were not separately identified, we 
had to estimate the savings that might have been realized 
had the Air Force installed standard systems. 

Using the relationship of software costs to total costs 
of the Navy system, 11 percent, we estimate that the Air 
Force's software costs amounted to $1.6 million. Assuming 
that the Air Force would have realized the same percentage 
of savings as the Navy, 67 percent, by using a standard sys- 
tem with flexible but standard software, it could have saved 
about $1.07 million. 

The Air Force was considering spending about $?6.7 mil- 
lion for modifications to its system at Warner Robins and 
for new and more sophisticated automated materials handling 
systems at its San Antonio and Sacramento Air Logistics 
Centers from fiscal year 1979 to fiscal year lS81. F!y adopt- 
ing standard systems with flexible but standard software, we 
estimate the Air Force could save up to $2 million on these 
systems. 

DLA PLANS TO USE STANDARDIZED 
SYSTEMS 

DLA spent $8.1 million for an automated materials hand- 
ling system at its Richmond Supply Center and planned to 
spend an additional $34.7 million from fiscal year 1979 to 
fiscal year 1982. 'The software cost for the Richmond 
installation was $1.4 million. By procuring and installing 
a standard system with standard but flexible software, DLA 
will be able to use this software at follow-on locations and 
avoid the cost of redeveloping the software for each location. 
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In developing the Depot Integrated Storage and Retrieval 
System at Richmond, DLA examined the specifications used for 
the Air Force's Warner Robins Warehouse Information Control 
System and incorporated some of these specifications into its 
system. However, the knowledge gained from this examination 
and the similarities in the two systems did not preclude total 
development of new software specifications for the T\TJ system. 

DLA officials said that they were planning to use the 
software developed for the Richmond system at the Columbus, 
Memphis, Ogden, and Tracy depots. According to the offi- 
cials, the software will be furnished to the suczcssftil 
bidder of the follow-on systems as Government furnished 
material. 

THE ARMY'S SYSTEXS 

To date the Army has not installed automated materials 
handling systems similar to those in the Air Force, Uavy, 
and DLA. It did, however, in the early 197Os, install 
automated systems at several Army depots. One of the systems, 
in operation at Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania, is an automatic 
rail-guided crane storage and retrieval system which brings 
the material to the man. 

From fiscal year 1979 to fiscal year 1984, the Army 
planned to acquire automated materials handling systems for 
four supply depots. Although the Army has not yet identified 
the costs for these systems, the potential for savings exists 
if the Army adopts the Navy's and PLA's methodology and de- 
velops a standard system with standard but flexible software. 

DOD OVERSIGHT flEEDED TO MANAGE 
AND STANDARDIZE SYSTENS AfJD TO 
COTJTROL COSTS 

The Office of the Secretary of Pefense has permitted 
procurements without regard to standardization among the 
services, within the services, or without fully examining 
the possibility of adopting a standard system. 

As far back as 1947, in establishing the Commission on 
Organization of the Executive Branch of the Government (known 
as the Hoover Commission), .the Congress declared its policy 
to promote economy, efficiency, and improved service by 
eliminating duplication and overlapping of services, activ- 
ities, ancl functions. Subsequently in 1958, the Congress 
mandated that the Secretary of Defense eliminate duplication 
in DGD logistics operations. Since that time, the Secretary 
hEiS issued policy statements, set up joint service committees, 
and taken various other actions to further this objective. 
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Most recently, on October 30, 1978, the Secretary issued a 
task order "to estadli.sl"l a proyram to develop, document, 
test, implement (export), and maintain a standard warehous- 
ing and s,iipping automated system for distribution depot 
operation." 

The task order states that the MOWASP system shall 
become the standard warehousing and shipping automated system 
for distribution depot operations. This system will automate 
certain functions that take place in the depot, such as re- 
cording receipts, assigning storage locations, and selecting 
material for issue, but will not control materials handling 
equipment. 

Also, the task order states that: 

--DOD components shall move aggressively toward stand- 
ardization. 

--Unique applications shall be held to a minimum. 

--DLA, as the executive manager, shall develop pro- 
cedures for documentation and systems approval. 

--Candidate systems for incorporation into the standard 
system shall be forwarded to the executive manager. 

--Changes to exported systems shall be timely and 
responsible. 

--Projects costing in excess of $50,000 cumulative for 
each DOD component per fiscal year must be approved 
by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower, 
Reserve Affairs and Logistics). 

--Design and development of the automated system shall 
not commence until the functional system has been 
fully defined. 

Although at most installations automated materials 
handling systems interface with systems that will be replaced 
or modified by MOWASP, the task order does not specifically 
address standardization and management of the materials 
handling systems. We were informed by an official of the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense that these systems are 
considered subsystems of MOWASP. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOIIEIHJDATIONS 

DOD was purchasing or planning to purchase over $221 
million in automated materials handling systems for its 
supply and maintenance depots through fiscal year 1984. 
Currently, the computers used in these systems as process 
controllers are general purpose, commercially available 
equipment. DOD agrees that when such computers are procured 
separately they are subject to the procurement procedures 
prescribed in Public Law 89-306. However, it has taken the 
position that since the general purpose computers are an 
integral part of and embedded in the automated materials 
handling systems and the systems are procured as complete 
systems, they are not subject to GSA's approval process 
established under Public Law 89-306. 

Our review of Public Law 89-306, its legislative his- 
tory I and GSA's implementing regulations, reveal that the 
DOD position is in error. Such general purpose computers, 
even when they are components of and function as process 
controllers in systems, such as those discussed in this 
report, are subject to the GSA approval process. 

The Congress and the Secretary of Defense have repeatedly 
urged DOD to avoid or to eliminate duplicating its logistics 
operations. Most recently, for example, the Secretary has 
issued a formal task order requiring the military services 
and DLA to develop, install, and maintain a standard ware- 
housing and shipping automated system for their distribution 
depots. Despite this task order, DOD is permitting activi- 
ties to buy costly automated materials handling systems for 
these depots without adequately exploring the possible cost 
benefits of standardizing the systems' software. 

Savings achievable through software standardization 
for automated materials handling systems are considerable. 
The IJavy has achieved savings of $2.5 million and its current 
plans should result in further savings of $11.8 million 
throuyh such standardization. Additional savings of several 
million dollars could be realized if other DOD components 
would standardize the software in their planned systems. 

RECOIIMEPJDATIOIIS 

Accordingly, we recommend that the Secretary of Defense: 
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--Instruct DOD activities that general purpose computers 
acquired as integral components of automated materials 
handling systems must be procured in accordance with 
GSA's approval process established under Public Law 
89-306. 

--Modify the October 1978 task order to specifically 
include automated materials handling systems at 
supply distribution depots as part of the nOI? 
standard warehousing and shipping automated system, 
or require that all such systems not under contract 
be submitted to one central DOT) focal point for re- 
view and approval to assure that maximum standardiza- 
tion of the systems' software is achieved. 



CHAPTER 5 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

We provided GSA, the Office of the Secretary of Defense, 
the Army, Navy, Air Force, and DLA with copies of a draft of 
this report. The Administrator of General Services provided 
us GSA’s comments to the draft report on December 3, 1979, 
and the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense 
(Manpower, Reserve Affairs and Logistics) provided DOD's 
formal comments on January 2, 1980. 

GSA COMMENTS 

GSA agreed that computers used in automated materials 
handling systems are general purpose computers and therefore 
subject to the provisions of Public Law 89-306. Also, it 
ayreed that DOD could obtain significant cost savings by 
standardizing software. GSA strongly supports our recommen- 
dations that whenever DOD acquires systems containing or 
having as integral components general purpose computers, 
these computers must be procured in accordance with GSA's 
approval process established under Public Law 89-306. 

DOD COMMENTS 

DOD officials disagreed with our findings and recommen- 
dations. They had reservations concerning (1) the applica- 
bility of Public Law 89-306 to the acquisition of automated 
materials handling systems, (2) our estimate that the ADPE 
costs represent 30 to 40 percent of the automated materials 
handling systems cost, (3) the degree to which application 
software standardization is feasible and practical, and (4) 
the oversight and management responsibility for automated 
materials handling systems as part of the DOD Standard Ware- 
housing and Shipping Automated System. h/ 

Applicability of Public Law 89-306 approval 
process to the acquisition of automated 
materials handling systems 

In its formal comments, DOD did not address our legal 
determination that the approval process established by GSA 
under Public Law 89-306 must be complied with in buying 
general purpose, commercially available process control com- 
puters as components of automated materials handling systems. 

L/DOD has redesignated MOWASP as the DOD Standard Warehousing 
and Shipping Automated System. This report will use the 
term MOWASP throughout to avoid confusion. 
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Also, it did not concur with our recommendation that the 
Secretary of Defense issue instructions that procurement of 
this type of system must be in accordance with this approval 
process. 

DOD believes that when procuring ADPE resources, Public 
Law 89-306 should be followed, but that to do so in the case 
of automated materials handling systems would not be prudent 
or cost effective because it would require a separate pro- 
curement of ADPE. Isolating ADPE technology from the other 
technologies integral to automated materials handling systems, 
would, according to DOD officials, result in a longer develop- 
ment leadtime, higher design and integration costs, and a less 
functionally responsive system. They also indicated that more 
contracting people would be needed to handle the additional 
procurement requirements. They were, however, unable to 
furnish any studies or analyses to support their position. 

We believe that the acquisition of these process control 
computers is subject to GSA's approval process established 
under Public Law 89-306. This opinion is based on a legal 
analysis which concludes that: 

--Public Law 89-306 applies to general purpose, commer- 
cially available, and mass-produced ADPE. ADPE ordi- 
narily subject to Public Law 89-306 when procured 
separately is not outside the scope of the law solely 
because an agency acquires it along with or as part 
of non-ADP components or systems. 

--GSA's present regulations, Federal Procurement Regu- 
lations l-4.1101 and the Federal Property Management 
Regulations 101-36.101-1, are sufficiently broad that 
GSA has jurisdiction over the procurement of ADPF 
which is supplied to the Government as part of an 
automated materials handling system. 

--The intent of Public Law 89-306 would be violated if 
GSA does not require Federal agencies to obtain a 
delegation of procurement authority simply because a 
Government contractor acquires ADPE and delivers it 
to the Government as part of an end item. 

Therefore, ADPE used in automated materials handling 
systems must currently be bought in accordance with GSA's 
approval process established under Public Law 89-306. As 
pointed out earlier, GSA agrees with this position. If DGn 
officials can document their claim that compliance with this 
approval process will result in unacceptably lenghty develop- 
ment leadtimes, high costs, or less responsive systems, they 
should present such documentation to GSA and request exemp- 
tion from or modification to the approval process. 
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Percentaqe of ADPE in automated 
materials handling systems 

DOD officials said that we had overstated the percentage 
of ADPE costs in automated materials handling systems. They 
believed 2 to 23 percent was a more reasonable figure than 
the 30 to 40 percent stated in the draft report. However, 
in computing these percentages, they included only equipment 
in the ADPE costs. In their opinion, environmental facil- 
ities (i.e., process controller enclosures, uninterruptable 
power supply for the ADP system, and air-conditioning) and 
software for these systems cannot be used as Government 
furnished equipment at other sites. 

This objection has no real bearing on our findings. 
We have already demonstrated that GSA has jurisdiction over 
the procurement of ADPE which is supplied to the Government 
as part of an automated materials handling system. This 
jurisdiction stems from the fact that such ADPE is general 
purpose, commercially available equipment. 

We are not arguing, or even implying, that the percent- 
age of ADPE related costs included in the total system cost 
has any bearing on GSA's procurement jurisdiction under the 
present regulations. However, since GSA's evaluation of 
the planned DOD procurements, as stated in chapter 1, should 
include considerations such as whether unique software is 
needed, whether the lowest overall cost alternative has been 
selected, and whether site modification is required, we 
believe it meaningful to show the percentage of total costs 
that are directly related to systems being automated. 

However, GSA could choose to consider the amount of 
ADPE in a system by revising its regulations to allow agen- 
cies to procure automated systems in which ADPE is a minimal 
component without obtaining prior GSA approval. 

Using additional information DOD officials provided, we 
revised our estimate of ADPE related costs for the systems 
discussed in this report from the earlier 30 to 40 percent 
to from 11 to 45 percent. But, to avoid any possible mis- 
interpretation, we are including DOD's suggested figures in 
appendix I. 

Degree to which application software 
standardization is feasible and 
practical 

DOD officials agreed that it is generally accepted that 
standardization of application software used for processing 
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data is desirable. They recognized that by using already 
developed application software, project managers can often 
reduce costs and implement applications significantly earlier; 
therefore, utilization of standard software is preferable 
to developing unique software. However, they also took the 
position that the benefits of using standard software must 
be weighed against compromising operational requirements and 
effective mission accomplishment. They asserted that the 
degree to which standardization can be achieved in automated 
materials handling systems is limited by the unique charac- 
teristics of the buildings, the type of items stocked, and 
workload volume. However, they were unable to provide data 
or studies to support this position. 

We agree that the degree to which software can be stand- 
ardized might vary under differing circumstances. However, 
as the Navy demonstrated, a standard software system with 
enough versatility for installation differences, such as 
building configurations, item size, and volume of work, can 
be developed with significant resultant savings. 

Oversight responsibilities for 
automated materials handling systems 

DOD did not concur with the recommendation in our draft 
report that automated materials handling systems should be 
managed as a part of the standard warehousing and shipping 
automated system. DOD officials stated that to expand the 
objectives of the MOWASP system to incorporate approval, 
acquisition, and management of automated materials handling 
systems would greatly complicate the project, increase the 
developmental risks, and lengthen the time frame for achiev- 
ing benefits. They were, however, unable to furnish data 
to support their position. 

However, as an attempt to ensure a flexible standard 
interface between MOWASP and automated materials handling 
systems, the Office of the Secretary of Defense provided 
supplemental guidance to the services and DLA in October 
1979. This guidance stated that automated materials hand- 
ling systems, such as those discussed in this report, should 
be submitted to a central DOD group for review during their 
initiation, before contractural obligation. According to 
this guidance, such a review is considered critical to avoid 
incompatibilities and counterproductive efforts between 
MOWASP development and automated materials handling systems 
projects. 
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We agree that compatibility between MOWASP and auto- 
mated materials handling systems is needed. Nowever, com- 
patibility is not enough to assure standardization of the 
software in the automated materials handling systems. A 
flexible standard interface between MOWASP and automated 
materials handling system means that the output from one 
system, in the form of data on cards, tape, or other means, 
can be input to the other system. In other words, the 
systems will be compatible. It does not ensure, as is 
directed by the task order for MOWASP, that the systems' 
software will be standardized throughout DOD and that 
unique applications will be held to a minimum. Including 
automated materials handling systems in MOWASP, thereby 
making them subject to the review and approval process 
described in the task order, would be one way of achieving 
the desired standardization. 

However, in view of DOD's claim that expanding MOWASP 
to include the automated materials handling systems would 
complicate and otherwise impede the development of MOWASP, 
we have modified our recommendation concerning this matter. 
We are now recommending that, if MOWASP is not expanded, DOD 
should require that automated materials handling systems not 
under contract be submitted to one central DOD focal point 
which would have the responsibility of assuring that maximum 
standardization of the systems' software is achieved before 
they are approved for procurement. 
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APPENDIX I 

ADPE RELATED COSTS OF --._----_____-_--_--..-.- --- 

APPENDIX I 

AUTOMATED MATERIALS HANDLIrJG -------.-~_---__--_-.-- 

SYSTEMS DISCUSSED IN THIS REPORT ---.--~.- _--_ - --._ -----_I_-.-- - 

The following schedule shows the amount and portion of 
total systems costs attributable to ADPE, for the various 
automated materials handling systems discussed in this report, 
in the opinion of DOD and GAO. The DOD ADPE related costs 
represent only equipment which, by itself, would be considered 
ADPE. Our ADPE related costs cover not only the equipment 
included in the DOD figures, but also all other items which 
are clearly related to the automated nature of the materials 
handling systems, such as software, process controller en- 
closures, uninterruptible power supplies, software documen- 
tation, engineering, and startup and test costs. 

Navy_ 

Automated Storage, Kitting, 
and Retrieval System: 

Total costs 
ADPE related costs: 

Amount 
Percent of total 

Air Force 

Automated Storage Module: 
Total costs 
ADPE related costs: 

Amount 
Percent of total 

PJarehouse Information 
Control System: 

Total costs 
ADPE related costs: 

Amount 
Percent of total 

DOD -- 

$16,000,000 

$ 1,364,OOO 
8.5 

$ 6,200,OOO 

$ 120,000 
1.9 

$ 6,500,OOO 

$ 1,003,000 
15.4 

GAO 

$16,000,000 

$ 5,282,OOO 
33.0 

$ 6,203,OOO 

$ 717,000 
11.5 

$ 6,500,000 

(a) 
(a) 

- -.--__ -_.---_--.-~_ -.-.-- -- 

a/Contract documents did not provide a breakdown of total - 
system costs; therefore, amount and perce'nt of ADPE related 
costs were not determinable. 
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APPENDIX I 

DLA -_-- 

I-l epot Integrated Storage 
and Retrieval System: 

Total costs 
ADPE related costs: 

Amount 
Percent of total 

APPENDIX I 

DOD GAO --- 

$ 8,088,OOO $ 8,088,OOO 

$ 1,891,OOO $ 3,656,OOO 
23.4 45.2 
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APPEIJDIX II APPEI'JDIX II 

(J&J& zxs 
Administration Washington, DC 20405 

Dee 3 1979 

Honorable Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General of 
the United States 
General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Staats: 

We have reviewed the draft report concerning improvements needed in 
the procurement and management of Department of Defense (DOD) 
automated materials handling systems. We agree with the findings 
of the General Accounting Office (GAO) that the computers used in the 
systems are general purpose type computers and therefore subject 
to the provisions of P.L. 89-306. We also agree that DOD could 
obtain significant cost savings by standardizing software. We 
strongly support GAO's recommendation that whenever DOD acquires 
systems containing or having as integral components ADPE resources 
as defined in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), those resources 
must be procured in accordance with the provisions of P.L. 89-306 
and the General Services Administration's implementing regulations. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above draft report. 
If we can be of any further assistance in this matter, please let me 
know. 
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APPEIJDIX III APPENDIX III 

MANPOWER, 
RESERVE AFFAIRS 

AND LOGISTICS 

ASSISTANTSECRETARYOF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON. D C 20301 

2 Jan 1980 

Mr. R. W. Gutmann 
Director 
Logistics and Communications Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Gutmann: 

This is in reply to your letter to the Secretary of Defense regarding 
your draft report dated October 10, 1979, on improvements needed in 
DOD'S acquisition and management of automated materials handling systems, 
OSD Case 85300, assignment code 943054. 

In the draft report you conclude that the Department of Defense should 
do more to insure maximum standardization of automated materials handling 
systems (AMHS) employed in both distribution and maintenance depots. You 
recommend that the Department acquire automated data processing equipment 
(ADPE) that is an integral part of AMHS in accordance with P.L. 89-306 
(the Brooks Bill), modify the DOD Standard Warehousing and Shipping 
Automated System (DWASP) task order to include AMHS, give the DWASP 
Executive Manager responsibility for management of AMHS, and require 
that all future AMHS proposals be submitted to the DWASP Executive 
Committee for review. 

We concur that there should be standardization in applications software 
for AMHS to the extent that existing software can be economically interfaced 
with innovative hardware improvements acquired through performance 
oriented contracts. The degree to which standardization can be achieved 
in AMHS is limited by the unique characteristics of physical plants, the 
type of items stocked, and workload volume. DOD has already established 
procedures to ensure a flexible standard applications software interface 
between the DWASP Automated Information System (AIS) and current and 
future AMHS implemented at DWASP activities. By memorandum of October 4, 
1979, the Services and DLll were directed to submit all AMHS projects to 
the DWASP Focal Point Group for review prior to contractual obligation. 
The purpose of this review is to avoid incompatibilities which would 
inhibit standardization of automated warehousing and shipping process 
control systems. 

We do not concur in the draft report recommendation that process control 
computers embedded in AMHS be procured in accordance with PL 89-306, the 
Brooks Bill. In order to take advantage of the benefits associated with 



APPENDIX III APPENDIX III 

AMHS technology, DOD has acquired operationally oriented AMHS through 
the use of performance contracts which permit the vendor to utilize 
various technologies, integrated into a single system which meets required 
functional performance standards. AMHS are designed and manufactured as 
engineered entities. The separate acquisition of process control 
devices which are integral to these systems would not be practical or 
cost effective. Isolating the acquisition of electronic logic CirCUitY 
and control software would result in longer development lead time, 
higher design and integration costs, and a less functionally responsive 
system. With regard to the percentage of AMPS costs which is attributable 
to ADPE, an analysis of the Air Force, Navy and DLA systems indicates 
a range of 2% - 23% for ADPE costs rather than the 30% - 40% cited in 
the draft report. 

While we agree that increased standardization of AMHS is desirable, we 
do not concur that these systems should be managed as a part of the 
DWASP program as recommended in the draft report. The purpose of the 
DWASP task isto develop, document, test, implement and maintain a 
standard warehousing and shipping automated system for storage depot 
operations that can be employed in all major DOD storage facilities. It 
is a process control system which supports the functions of receipt, 
storage and issue of wholesale stocks. It interfaces with, but does not 
include, AMHS. To expand the obje-ctives of DWASP to incorporate approval, 
acquisition and management of used in distribution and maintenance 
depots would greatly camp hus increase the 
developmental risks and le rame for achieving the benefits. 
Through the supplemental g to the Services and DLA by 
our memorandum of October .attempted to insure a flexible 
standard interface between Standardization of AMHS 
applications software c through appropriate policy 
guidance and increased ht by this office. 

Richard Danzig 
Principal Deputy A3sistanf 
Secretary of 

(943054) 
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